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Doping ferroelectrics with carriers is often detrimental to polarization. This makes the design
and discovery of metals that undergo a ferroelectric-like transition challenging. In this letter, we
show from first principles that the oxygen octahedral rotations in perovskites are often enhanced by
electron doping, and this can be used as a means to strengthen the structural polarization in certain
hybrid-improper ferroelectrics – compounds in which the polarization is not stabilized by the long
range Coulomb interactions but is instead induced by a trilinear coupling to octahedral rotations.
We use this design strategy to predict a cation ordered Ruddlesden-Popper compound that can be
driven into a metallic ferroelectric-like phase via electrolyte gating.

Ferroelectrics, insulators with a spontaneous and
switchable electric polarization, are promising for a wide
range of applications and pose a number of fundamen-
tal questions [1–4]. While ferroelectricity is observed in
a wide range of material classes and can be driven by
a variety of mechanisms, the most studied ferroelectrics
are transition metal oxides, such as BaTiO3, where the
emergence of a polar order parameter is due to a crystal
structural distortion driven by the interatomic hybridiza-
tion and long range Coulomb interactions [5, 6]. Because
of the role of the long range interactions in driving the
polar structural distortion, introduction of free charge
carriers to ferroelectrics not only screens the ferroelectric
polarization, but it also suppresses the structural distor-
tion often [7].

While ‘structurally polar metals’ (metals with a po-
lar point group) are rather common, ‘ferroelectric met-
als’ (metals that undergo a phase transition from a cen-
trosymmetric to a polar crystal structure [8]) are rather
rare. It took almost 50 years after the possibility of a
ferroelectric-like transition in a metal was first raised [9]
for the unambiguous experimental observation of such
a transition in LiOsO3 [10]. The first observation of
polarization switching in a ferroelectric (semi-)metal is
even more recent [11, 12]. The interest in polar and
ferroelectric-like metals is continuing to increase in both
bulk and heterostructures [13–24] and they continue to
promise both a fertile playground for interesting emer-
gent phenomena (including, but not limited to mixed
singlet-triplet superconductivity [25] and novel optical
effects[26]), and immediate relevance to applications as
polar electrodes [27].

Emergence of polarization in (Sr,Ca)Ru2O6,
Ca3Ru2O7, and ultra-thin NdNiO3 films have been
studied in detail [28–30]; and it was shown that the
polarization in these materials is robust against met-
alicity because the polar displacements are driven by
their coupling to zone-boundary phonon modes and
are mainly decoupled with the electrons around Fermi
level. ‘Metallized ferroelectrics’ (insulating ferroelectrics
that are doped to introduce charge carriers) are also
studied intensively, and the effects of free carriers on the

polarization and polar instabilities are analyzed recently
introducing ideas such as metascreening [31], and eluci-
dating the trends in the second-order Jahn-Teller effect
under carrier doping [32]. Barring a volume expansion,
the most common effect of charge doping in proper
ferroelectrics is the suppression of the ferroelectric
polarization; for example, ∼0.11 electrons per formula
unit is sufficient to completely suppress the polarization
in BaTiO3 and render it centrosymmetric [7, 33, 34].

In this letter, we show that a particular group of fer-
roelectrics, the A3Sn2O7 hybrid-improper ferroelectrics
(HIFs) [35–39] behave differently, and their structural
polarization is strongly enhanced by the free electrons
introduced by chemical doping or electrostatic gating.
This is related to an increase in the oxygen octahedral
rotation angles induced by the added electrons in the
parent perovskite compounds, which in turn leads to a
larger structural polarization in these layered perovskite
Ruddlesden-Popper (RP) phases [40]. We also show that
it is possible to exploit this mechanism to obtain free car-
rier induced polarization, in other words, design a mate-
rial that develops a ferroelectric-like structural instability
when free electrons are introduced via, for example, elec-
trostatic or electrolyte gating.

Oxygen Octahedral Rotations in Perovskites — We
start by reviewing the symmetry and octahedral rota-
tions in ABO3 perovskites. Most perovskite oxides have
the orthorhombic space group of Pnma at low temper-
ature [41]. The atomic displacements that lead to the
Pnma symmetry can be expanded in terms of the ir-
reducible representations (irreps) of the reference space
group Pm3̄m [42, 43]. The Pnma structure has multi-
ple nonzero strains (Γ+

1 , Γ+
3 , Γ+

5 ) and atomic displace-
ments (R−4 , R−5 , X−5 , M+

2 , and M+
3 ). Most of these

distortions are ‘secondary’: they are nonzero only be-
cause of couplings with other, ‘primary’ distortions. The
Pnma structure can be obtained by a combination of
only two primary irreps (R−5 and M+

3 ) which correspond
to the out-of-phase and in-phase oxygen octahedral ro-
tations shown in Fig. 1a-b [44]. Both of these space
irreps are 3 dimensional, where the 3 orthogonal di-
rections correspond to octahedral rotations around the
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FIG. 1: (a)-(c)The three normal modes in Eq. 1 that are
relevant to the Pnma phase of perovskites and (d) (d)

The phonon frequencies of cubic (Pm3̄m) SrSnO3 under
doping and fixed volume. The green and red spheres
represent the A-site and oxygen ions respectively, and

the B-site atoms are in the center of the blue octahedra.
(a) In-phase rotation around the c-axis (a0a0c+ in

Glazer notation). (b) Out-of phase rotation around the
ab-axis a−a−c0. (c) The anti-polar displacement in the
ab-plane, where the irrep direction is X−5 (a, a; 0, 0; 0, 0).

With increasing number of electrons, the unstable
rotation modes get more unstable, and the anti-polar

X−5 mode gets softened (but remains stable).

three cubic axes. The phonons corresponding to both of
these octahedral rotations are unstable in the cubic ref-
erence structure of Pnma perovskites. The Pnma struc-
ture (a−a−c+ in the Glazer notation) has out-of-phase
rotations around [110] and in-phase rotations around
[001], which is equivalent to order parameter directions
R−5 (a, a, 0) and M+

3 (0, 0, a). These two modes, which we
henceforth refer to as R and M for brevity, couple with
the X−5 (a, a; 0, 0; 0, 0) mode (referred to as X for brevity)
at the trilinear order. Hence, the Landau free energy up
to third order is

F = αRR
2 + αMM

2 + αXX
2 + γR ·M ·X (1)

The X mode corresponds to an out-of-phase displacement
of the A-site cations as showed in Fig. 1c, and is typically
stable, but it has a nonzero amplitude X = γRM/2α in
the low temperature structure. X can be referred to as a

‘hybrid-improper’ order parameter, because it is induced
in the ground state by a combination of two primary
order parameters.

In heterostructures where translational symmetry is
broken by layered cation ordering, or in layered per-
ovskites (RPs), modes that give rise to transverse out-
of-phase displacements of the A site (related to the X−5
in perovskites) attain a polar character, and are respon-
sible of the hybrid-improper ferroelectricity [35, 45, 46].
For this reason, understanding the behavior of this mode
in bulk perovskites is essential for understanding the po-
larization trends in HIFs. As an example Pnma per-
ovskite system, we consider SrSnO3. While SrSnO3 is
orthorhombic at room temperature, its Goldschmidt tol-
erance factor t = RSr+RO√

2(RSn+RO)
= 0.96 is close enough

to 1 so that it undergoes a series of phase transitions
to the cubic phase above 1295 Kelvin and its structural
ground state can be modified by biaxial strain [47, 48].
In Fig. 1(d), we show the phonon frequencies for the R,
M , and the X modes as a function of doping from first
principles DFT calculations. (The technical details of
the calculations are discussed in the supplement [49].)
The phonon frequencies are proportional to the square
root of the α coefficients in Eq. 1, and can be used to
study the instabilities. Unstable modes have imaginary
frequencies, which are plotted as negative numbers. We
simulate the effect of free carriers in this nominally insu-
lating compound by changing the total number of elec-
trons in the calculation, while keeping the system neu-
tral by adding a homogeneous background charge. Unlike
chemical substitution, this approach does not introduce
any steric differences or disorder into the system. In this
respect, it is a better representation of electrostatic or
electrolyte gated systems rather than chemical doping.
We consider a wide range of carrier doping up to 0.5
electrons per Sn atom, which is larger than the typical
concentrations experimentally achievable [50]. We keep
the unit cell volume fixed in order to separate out the
volume expansion effects. The volume expansion does
not modify the trends we report significantly [49].

The results in Fig. 1d show that both the rotation
modes R−5 and M+

3 , which have imaginary frequencies
in the undoped compound, become more unstable with
the introduction of free electrons, in other words, αR and
αM become more negative with added electrons. Sim-
ilarly, the frequency of the stable X−5 mode decreases
with increasing electron concentration, and so αX be-
comes smaller. The trilinear coupling γ doesn’t change
significantly under doping, and the changes in the higher
order coefficients are qualitatively insignificant [49]. As a
result, the softening of X−5 and the strengthening of the
R−5 and M+

3 instabilities under electron doping lead to
larger rotation angles and antipolar amplitudes as shown
in Fig. 2. This trend is observed not only in Pnma
perovskites SrSnO3 and CaSnO3, but also in cubic per-
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(a) (b)

FIG. 2: Results of DFT structure optimizations under
fixed volume. Both (a) the octahedral rotation angles

(b) the anti-polar mode amplitudes increase with
increasing number of electrons, as expected from the

phonon frequencies in Fig. 1(d).

ovskites like BaZrO3, which develops a R−5 instability
when electron doped [49]. A similar enhancement of oc-
tahedral rotations was predicted by DFT in SmNiO3 [51];
and both DFT and X-ray diffraction points to enhanced
octahedral rotations in photodoped EuTiO3 [52].

This effect of carriers on octahedral rotations can be
explained by considering the densities of states. The
valence bands in stannates consist of oxygen-p bands,
whereas the the conduction band is formed by Sn-s [53].
The added electrons fill states with Sn-s character, and
the valence of Sn4+ becomes Sn+4−δ. This decreases
the Sn-O electrostatic attraction, decreases the Sn-O hy-
bridization, and increases the ionic radius of Sn. This
reduces the tolerance factor t. Added holes, on the other
hand, occupy the O2− anions and make them O−2+δ.
This reduces the attraction between the A site cation
(Ba, Sr, or Ca) and oxygens, which is the driving force
of rotational instabilities. Hence, rotation modes become
less unstable.

Hybrid-Improper Ferroelectrics — We now move on
to A3B2O7 HIFs, and consider Sr3Sn2O7 as an example.
Sr3Sn2O7 is an n = 2 RP compound, which can be con-
sidered as a layered perovskite with an extra SrO layer
after every pair of SrSnO3 bilayers. It is experimentally
verified to be a ferroelectric [36, 37], and its polariza-
tion is induced through the hybrid-improper mechanism
which involves the trilinear coupling between the polar
mode (Γ−5 , which we denote as P ) and two octahedral
rotation modes (X−3 and X+

2 , which we denote as Q1

and Q2) shown in Fig. 3a. These modes are the counter-
parts of the antipolar A-site displacement X−5 mode, and
the octahedral rotation modes R−5 and M+

3 in bulk per-
ovskites. Two crucial differences between the A3B2O7

RP and the ABO3 perovskite structures are (i) in the
smaller Brillouin zone of the RP structure, both the octa-

X2(a, 0) + X3(b, 0)
+ - Γ5 (c, -c)-(a)

(b) (c)

N
o
n
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o
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a
)

Non-polar(b)
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FIG. 3: (a) The structure of Sr3Sn2O7 includes three
structural distortion modes with respect reference

I4/mmm structure: Two oxygen octahedral rotation
modes (X+

2 and X−3 ) and a polar mode (Γ−5 ). (b) The
structural polarization strength of Sr3Sn2O7 as a

function of doping level. The structural polarization is
as the sum of the products of the nominal charge and

polar displacements of ions [49]. (c) The doping – strain
phase diagram of Sr3Sn2O7. The non-polar(a) and

non-polar(b) phases have Aeaa and P42/mnm space
groups respectively [49].

hedral rotation modes Q1 and Q2 have the same wavevec-
tor, and hence can couple to zone center modes at the tri-
linear order, and (ii) the out-of-phase A-site displacement
is now a polar Γ mode because the dipole moments in-
duced by the symmetry inequivalent A-sites don’t cancel.
The shortest free energy that explains the polarization up
to third order is

F = α1Q
2
1 + α2Q

2
2 + αPP

2 + γQ1Q2P (2)

The trilinear coupling γ between the unstable Q1 and
Q2 rotations with α1,2 < 0 and the stable polar mode
P with αP > 0 gives rise to a nonzero polarization P =
γQ1Q2/2αP in the groundstate.

In order to elucidate the change in the structural po-
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larization in Sr3Sn2O7 when free carriers are introduced,
we optimize the crystal structure again with different
numbers of added electrons or holes. The results in
Fig. 3b show that added electrons increase the polariza-
tion, similar to the increased antipolar X mode ampli-
tude in SrSnO3. This can be explained by the fact that
the mechanism that leads to enhancement of octahedral
rotations in the electron doped SrSnO3 is essentially a lo-
cal mechanism that also applies to Sr3Sn2O7, which also
has a similar DOS with Sn-s bands on the conduction
band. Filling the conduction band increases the effective
ionic radius of the Sn ions, which in turn increases the
amplitude of Q1 and Q2 octahedral rotations, and hence
enhance the polarization P . In the HIF Ca3Ru2O7 or the
proper geometric ferroelectric-like LiOsO3, the polariza-
tion is persistent against free carriers because of the ab-
sence of significant coupling between the electronic states
near the Fermi level and the unstable phonons [28, 54].
In Sr3Sn2O7, there is a strong effect of the conduction
band occupation on the lattice instabilities, which is not
reported in these other metallic ferroelectric-like com-
pounds.

The enhanced rotations also expand the biaxial strain
range where Sr3Sn2O7 is structurally polar. In Fig. 3c,
we show the strain – doping phase diagram of Sr3Sn2O7,
calculated by fixing the in-plane lattice parameters and
relaxing the out-of-plane one to simulate the boundary
conditions on a thin film lattice matched to a substrate.
Insulating, undoped Sr3Sn2O7 is known to undergo a
transition to a non-polar phase above ∼ ∓2% biaxial
strain [55] like many other compounds [56]. Fig. 3c shows
that not only doping enhances polarization at fixed vol-
ume, but it also stabilizes the polar phase at wider strain
ranges. The polar/non-polar transition induced by epi-
taxial strain is driven by the disappearance of one of two
rotation modes in the polar phase [55]. The free electrons
increase the stability of both rotation modes which make
this phase transition occur at a higher strain value.

Ferroelectric-like transition induced by free electrons —
The strong effect of free electrons on stabilizing a metallic
ferroelectric-like phase in Sr3Sn2O7 leads to the question
whether it is possible to drive a centrosymmetric com-
pound to a polar phase by doping it with free electrons
without the help of biaxial strain. We scanned a number
of A3B2O7 oxides, but could not find an example that
undergoes a polar phase transition for dopings up to 0.5
e− per B site cation, which is already beyond what is ex-
perimentally achievable via methods such as electrostatic
gating. In order to design a material which is closer to
a structural phase transition than Sr3Sn2O7, we turn to
targeted chemical pressure, which involves selectively sub-
stituting part of Sr ions with larger Ba cations [57]. While
it is not always possible to order same charge cations in
bulk, molecular beam epitaxy has been successfully used
to obtain targeted chemical pressure in other RP phases
(SrTiO3)n(BaTiO3)mSrO [57]. In Sr3Sn2O7 ceramics,

Ba

Sr

Ba

Ba

Sr

Ba

(a) (b)

Non-Polar(b)

Non-polar(a)

Polar 

FIG. 4: (a) The structure and (b) a doping-strain phase
diagram of Ba2SrSn2O7. Yellow spheres represent Ba

atoms. The non-polar(a) and non-polar(b) phases have
Aeaa and P42/mnm symmetrıes respectively.

up to 10% of Ba ions are reported to preferentially sub-
stitute inequivalent Sr sites, however, the ordering ten-
dencies depend sensitively on changes in the substitution
amount [39]. We consider a structure where the 2/3 of
Sr cations are substituted with Ba to form Ba2SrSn2O7,
where the Ba cations are on the double-rocksalt layers
of the RP structure, as shown in Fig. 4a. While this
structure is not energetically the most stable one [49], it
may in principle be synthesized via layer-by-layer growth.
The lowest energy structure of Ba2SrSn2O7 is centrosym-
metric when undoped and strain-relaxed, but introduc-
ing electrons to the conduction band leads to a transition
to a polar structure with space group Cmc21 (Fig. 4b).
Thus, Ba2SrSn2O7 is a free carrier induced ‘metallic fer-
roelectric’. Like in undoped A3B2O7 compounds, biaxial
strain also modifies the stability range of the polar phase
of Ba2SrSn2O7.

Experimental verification of this prediction is possi-
ble. Ba3Sn2O7 is stable in bulk [58], and thin films
of both Sr and Ba stannate perovskites were grown by
multiple groups [48, 59, 60]. If the free charge is con-
strained in the top ∼10 Å of a Ba2SrSn2O7 film, the
charge density needed to stabilize the polar phase is
∼ 5 · 1013 cm−2. Dielectric based gating allow densities
of ∼ 1013 cm−2 [61], and it is possible to obtain densities
exceeding ∼ 1014 cm−2 via ionic liquid gating [50, 62, 63].
Thus, it is possible to induce in-plane structural polariza-
tion electrolyte gating. The polarization can be observed
by second harmonic generation as was done in LiOsO3

[64].

Other A3B2O7 compounds — This mechanism is very
general, and it could be expected to be applicable to
many other HIF oxides. However, our calculations on
Ca3Ti2O7 and Sr3Zr2O7, which we discuss in the supple-
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ment [49] indicate that this is not the case. Even though
the parent CaTiO3 and SrZrO3 compounds behave very
similarly to SrSnO3 under doping, the structural polar-
ization of both Ca3Ti2O7 and Sr3Zr2O7 decrease upon
electron doping. The reason is a subtle difference in the
nature of polarization in these compounds: While both
Ca3Ti2O7 and Sr3Zr2O7 have HIF groundstates, in their
I4/mmm reference structure they also display weak po-
lar Γ point instabilities [65, 66]. As a result of this in-
stability, Ca3Ti2O7 has a significant Ti contribution to
polarization. This contribution is reduced as electrons
are introduced to the system, because free carriers sup-
press the Ti–O hybridization and harden this soft mode
in Ca3Ti2O7 as they do in titanate perovskites CaTiO3

or BaTiO3 [7, 8, 49]. Sr3Sn2O7, on the other hand, has
no Γ instabilities, and has only a negligible SnO2 layer
polarization. This suggests the stannate perovskites as a
unique group of compounds that can display free carrier
enhanced (or induced) hybrid improper ferroelectricity.

Summary — Using first principles calculations and
studying the oxygen octahedral rotations in Pnma per-
ovskites under doping, we showed that the structural po-
larization in stannate HIFs is not only robust against
free carriers, but it is also enhanced. We furthermore
predicted a yet-to-be-synthesized compound Ba2SrSn2O7

that undergoes a centrosymmetric to polar transition
under electron concentrations that are experimentally
achievable by ionic liquid/gel gating. Our results show
that the improper ferroelectricity driven by steric lat-
tice instabilities can serve as a means to obtain carrier
induced ferroelectricity in compounds where those insta-
bilities are strengthened by the free carriers.
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

Methods

The Density functional theory calculations are performed using the projector augmented wave approach [1] as
implemented in the Vienna Ab-initio Simulation Package (VASP) [2, 3], and using the PBEsol generalized gradient
approximation[4] and a 500 eV plane wave cut-off. A

√
2×
√

2×2 supercell, which can capture the a−a−c+ octahedral
rotation pattern (No.62, Pnma), was used for ABO3 perovskites. For A3B2O7 Ruddlesden-Popper structures, a√

2×
√

2×2 supercell was used. A 6×6×4 k-grid was used for the perovskite supercells, and a 6×6×2 k-grid for the
Ruddlesden-Popper supercells was used for all calculations except the DOS calculations which required a finer grid.
For structural relaxations, the residual force tolerance was set to 1 meV/Å. Different space groups are also considered
during this process, detailed information can be found in the following sections. In all compounds considered, the
octahedral rotation patterns and space groups consistent with previous reports were found to be the lowest energy
ones.

The carrier doping without substituting or adding atoms is simulated by increasing the number of electrons in
the DFT calculations. In this approach, in order to ensure the charge neutrality in presence of the free carriers, a
uniform background with opposite charge is also added. Since the absolute energy between different doping levels
are not compared and only the relative energy with same doping level is important, no energy corrections were made
to compensate for this artifact. Most of the trends reported consider ionic relaxations at fixed unit cell volume and
shape, and the trends are qualitatively similar when cell volume is relaxed as well.

The Landau free energy expansion was built using the irreducible representations (irreps) of the cubic Pm3̄m
structure. Irreps that are relevant to the Pm3̄m–Pnma phase transition were determined using the ISODISTORT tool
of the Isotropy Software Suite [5]. The irreps being considered first are M+

3 (0, 0, a), R−5 (a, a, 0) and X−5 (a, a; 0, 0; 0, 0).
The free energy upto 4th order was considered, and a mesh of finite displacements of these irreps with 10 steps on
each direction was used for DFT calculations, which totals up to 10 × 10 × 10 = 1000 data points for one fitting.
The parameters of the free energy were fit to the DFT energies on this grid using the standard fitting algorithms as
implemented in Numpy [6]. There are also other irreps including M+

2 and R−4 present during the phase transition

from Pm3̄m to Pnma, which are also considered in our calculations by fixing the ratio of
|M+

2 |
|M+

3 |
and

|R−
4 |

|R−
5 |

.

Polarization is not a well defined quantity in metals. The amplitude of the polar structural mode is often used as
an alternative to the polarization in metallic solids, but this approach does not provide any information on the ionic
charges at all. An alternative is to calculate the polarization of the fully filled bands only, or if there are relatively flat
bands, to use a generalized Berry phase formalism that takes into account different numbers of bands at each k-point
[7]. We use a simplified approach where the polarization is calculated by the product of nominal charges and polar
displacements:

~P =
∑
i

~uΓ
i Zi (S3)

where the ~uΓ
i represents the displacement vectors of atom i and Zi is the nominal ionic charge of atom i. Using the

Born effective charges of the undoped compounds instead of the nominal ionic charges would not lead to a qualitative
difference. The nominal, as well as the in-plane Born effective charges in undoped Sr3Sn2O7 are shown in Table. S1.
An advantage of this approach, as opposed to just using the polar mode amplitudes without multiplying with charges,
is that the acoustic mode (which can be considered as nothing but an origin shift) is taken off by default since the
sums of the charges is zero.

In order to determine the ground state of the Ruddlesden-Popper structures, several candidate structures with
different octahedral rotation patterns are considered. (See Table S2.) The only structure with a polar point group is
Ama21, and hence we only refer a material as hybrid improper ferroelectric only when the Ama21 phase has lowest
energy.

Other perovskites

In Fig.S2, the oxygen octahedral rotation angle and anti-polar X−5 mode amplitudes of Zr- and Ti- based perovskites
are shown as a function of carrier doping. Compared with Sn-based perovskites, the distortion modes in these
transition metal based perovskites are generally less sensitive to doping. This is likely because the transition metal Zr
and Ti ions have unfilled d-orbitals, which form the bottom of the conduction band, and get filled first when electrons
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Atom Wyckoff position Nominal charge Born effective charge (xx-direction)
Sr b +2 +2.29
Sr e +2 +2.13
Sn e +4 +4.03
O a -2 -1.50
O e -2 -2.99
O g -2 -1.61

TABLE S1: The nominal and Born effective charges in Sr3Sn2O7.

FIG. S2: (a) The rotation angles of octahedral rotation modes and (b) the anti-polar mode amplitude increase with
increasing electron doping in Zr- and Ti- based perovskites.

are introduced to the system. The lower lying d orbitals are of t2g character, and hence have nodes in the directions
of the oxygen ions. In the Sn based perovskites, the bottom of the conduction band is formed by the Sn 5s orbitals,
which are larger than the d orbitals, and do not have an nodes.

Possible structures for RP-phase perovskites

There are multiple possible structures for a Ruddlesden-Popper layered perovskites with t < 1. A systematic group
theory analysis had been performed before [8, 9]. Table. S2 shows the list of possible space groups for RP-phase
perovskites, which includes the parent phase (I4/mmm), the polar phase (Ama21) and other non-polar or anti-polar
phases.

In our calculations of phase diagram, all the phases listed in Table. S2 have been considered, but only the lowest
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Irrep 1 Irrep 2 Polarization Space group

X−
1 (a, 0) Non-polar Aeaa (#68)

X+
2 (a, 0) Non-polar Aeam (#64)

X−
3 (a, 0) Non-polar Amam (#63)

X−
3 (a, a) Non-polar P42/mnm (#136)

X−
1 (a, 0) X−

3 (0, b) Non-polar Pnab (#60)
X−

1 (a, 0) X−
3 (b, 0) Non-polar C/2c (#15)

X−
1 (a, a) X−

3 (b, b) Non-polar C/2m (#12)
X+

2 (a, 0) X−
3 (b, 0) Polar A21am (#36)

X+
2 (0, a) X−

3 (b, 0) Anti-polar Pnam (#62)
X+

2 (a, a) X−
3 (b, b) Non-polar C2mm (#38)

TABLE S2: List of structures that can be obtained by combining the unstable X modes: X−1 modes are the
out-of-phase rotation along the c-axis, X+

2 modes are in-phase rotation along the c-axis, X−3 modes are out-of-phase
rotation along the a- or b- axis. There can be trilinear-coupled phonon modes at Γ or M points if two X-modes are
present. These Γ or M modes are mostly non-polar mode except Γ−5 , a complete list of these coupled modes can be
found in an earlier work[9]. While we performed DFT calculations for the energies of all of these phases, only the

ones that are close to the lowest energy are shown in the plots.
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FIG. S3: The structural polarization of Sr3Sn2O7 when hole doping.

energy structures are shown. For Sr3Sn2O7, the lowest energy structure is always the polar one when electron doped.
However, the biaxial strain could induce a polar-nonpolar phase transition. For SrBa2Sn2O7, the free electron charge
carrier can induce a polar-nonpolar phase transition, which has been discussed in the main text.

Phase diagram of Sr3Sn2O7 under hole doping.

Fig. S3 shows the phase diagram of Sr3Sn2O7 when hole doped. Unlike BaTiO3[10, 11] where the polarization
is screened with either hole or electron charge carriers, only the hole doping is detrimental to the hybrid improper
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ferroelectricity in Sr3Sn2O7. Holes are introduced to the O-2p orbitals, which decreases the effective ionic radii of the
oxygen ions. This decreases the mismatch between the A-site ions and BO6 octahedra, i.e. tolerance factor. (This is
because the first derivative of the tolerance factor with respect to the oxygen radius RO is ∂τ/∂RO ∝ (RB−RA) < 0.)
Hence the rotations of the BO6 octahedra are decreased.

Strain-induced phase transition

There are two non-polar phases in the epitaxial-strain phase diagrams of Sr3Sn2O7 and SrBa2Sn2O7: Aeaa in the
compressive strain regime and P42/mnm in the tensile strain part. (Here we focus on the cation ordering pattern
that does not break the I4/mmm symmetry in SrBa2Sn2O7.) These phases’ ranges of stability are shown in the main
text Fig.3(c) and Fig.4(b). As shown in Table. S2, the polar phase A21am has two rotation modes: the X+

2 (1, 0) is an
in-phase rotation around the c-axis (a0a0c+) and X−3 (1, 0) is an out-of-phase rotation around the inplane a- and b-
axes (a−a−c0). (Throughout this manuscript, we use the axes of the tetragonal conventional cell of the reference high
symmetry structure I4/mmm. Under biaxial strain, the double-tilt system transforms into two single tilt systems:
Aeaa in the compressive strain side and P42/mnm in the tensile strain side. In Aeaa, the rotations around the
in-plane axes disappear and the rotation around c-axis become out-of-phase, which is X−1 (1, 0) (a0a0c−). Similarly,
in P42/mnm, the rotation around c-axis disappear while the rotations around [110] axis now become rotation around
[100] axis, which is the X−3 (1, 1) mode (a−b0c0) [9].

Possibly the simplest phenomenological explanation of the transition to a single tilt system under compressive strain
relies on the observation that in most oxide perovskites the effect of compressive strain is to strengthen the rotation
around c-axis, while the rotation angles around a- and b- axes decrease, as shown in the Fig. S4. Consider the free
energy expansion of these two rotation modes:

F = αRR
2 + αTT

2 + βR2T 2 (S4)

where R is the rotation amplitude around the c-axis and T is the rotation (tilt) amplitude around the in-plane axes.
Both αR and αT are less than zero because they are unstable according to the phonon calculations, but β is positive
since the rotations compete with each other. Under compressive strain, when R becomes large enough so that

R2 >
|αT |
β

(S5)

T would be supressed [9].
This simple model also explains why the nonpolar phase that emerges under compressive strain is only stable at

lower electron doping, albeit only qualitatively. Under electron doping, the second-order coefficients get significantly
enhanced (more than 100% when 0.5e− per Sn-site) as shown in the Fig. S13, and the ratio αT /αR increases. This
makes the in-plane tilts (T) more stable against the biquadratic coupling β, since right hand side of Eq. S5 increases
under doping faster than the right left hand side. This is why the stable region of the double tilting modes keep
increasing with electron doping, as observed in the main text Fig.3(c) and Fig.4(b).

Unstable Phonons of Sr3Sn2O7 Under Doping

In Fig. S5, we display the frequencies of the unstable phonon modes at the X point of Sr3Sn2O7, and their evolution
with the introduction of free carriers. Following earlier work, we have considered a range of structures that can be
obtained by combinations of X−3 , X−1 , and X+

2 modes. The X−4 , which is unstable is ignored because it is always
weaker than the X−3 instability, which has a similar but more favorable distortion pattern. (It has been discussed,
for example, for Sr3Zr2O7 and not lead to a phase that competes with the groundstate [12].) Similarly, X+

3 (which is
much less unstable) and also X+

4 (which becomes unstable only under very large values of electron doping) are not
taken into account in the symmetry analysis.

Other RP-phase perovskites

Unlike the tin-based perovskites like Sr3Sn2O7, where an immediate upward trend of polarization is seen when free
electrons are introduced to the system, the polarizations of Zr- and Ti- based RP-phase perovskites initially decrease
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Aeaa

A21am

P42/mnm

Aeaa

A21am

P42/mnm

(a) Sr�Sn�O� - Rotation around c-axis (b) Sr�Sn�O� - Rotation around ab-axis

(c) SrBa�Sn�O� - Rotation around c-axis (d) SrBa�Sn�O�  - Rotation around ab-axis

Aeaa

A21am

P42/mnm

Aeaa

A21am

P42/mnm

a0a0c  :

a0a0c  : a b0c0 :-

a a c0 :- -+

-

a0a0c  :

a0a0c  :

+

- a b0c0 :-

a a c0 :- -

FIG. S4: The rotation angles of oxygen octahedra in (a-b)Sr3Sn2O7 and (c-d) SrBa2Sn2O7. (a)(c) are rotations
around the c-axis while (b)(d) are rotations around the a ([001]) or ab ([110]) axis. The red region is the a polar
phase, which has two rotation modes: X+

2 (1, 0)(a0a0c+) and X−3 (1, 0)(a−a−c0). The green region is a non-polar
phase, which has only one rotation mode: X−1 (1, 0)(a0a0c−). The purple region is also a non-polar phase, which has

one rotation mode: X−3 (1, 1)(a−b0c0).
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FIG. S5: Frequencies of the unstable X point modes of Sr3Sn2O7 under carrier doping.

FIG. S6: Charge carrier doping will change the structural properties. The net polarization of four different
RP-phase perovskites under doping.

under electron doping (Fig. S6). This is despite the fact that all of these elements’ ABO3 perovskites display rotation
trends similar to each other, and that at higher doping concentrations an upward trend in polarization is observed in
all of them. In this section, we focus on Ca3Ti2O7 to explain the reasons underlying the seemingly unique behavior
of stannates.

Both CaTiO3 and SrSnO3 have the same Pnma structure with a−a−c+ octahedral rotation pattern, but there is a
crucial difference between these two compounds: While cubic SrSnO3 has no Γ point instability, CaTiO3 has a polar

Sr3Sn2O7 Ca3Ti2O7

Γ−
5 mode-A 93.91 cm−1 -61.71 cm−1

Γ−
5 mode-B 69.87 cm−1 75.05 cm−1

TABLE S6: The phonon frequencies of polar displacement modes shown in Fig. S7 in undoped Sr3Sn2O7 and
Ca3Ti2O7.
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FIG. S7: In the undoped Ca3Ti2O7, there are two origins of the polarization: (a) The proper ferroelectric mode and
(b) hybrid improper ferroelectric mode that coupled with rotation modes. (c) The frequency of the polar mode
(schematic on the left) in Ca3Ti2O7 change rapidly under charge carriers doping. Note that especially for large

electron doping the characters of these modes mix, and we classified them as mode-A or mode-B according to the
direction of the inner vs. vacuum AO layers’ displacements being parallel or antiparallel.

unstable mode in its cubic phase, which gets suppressed through the biquadratic interactions with the octahedral
rotation modes [13]. This absence of a polar instability in SrSnO3 can be explained by 1) the absence of significant
Sn-O hybridization due to the larger bandgap, and 2) the larger tolerance factor of SrSnO3 compared to CaTiO3,
which makes the A-site better coordinated and hence lowers the tendency towards A-site ferroelectricity. The A3B2O7

Ruddlesden-Poppers also behave similarly: Sr3Sn2O7 in the I4/mmm reference structure has no Γ instability, whereas
Ca3Ti2O7 has a polar instability as shown in Table S6 [14]. (Sr3Zr2O7, which behaves similar to Ca3Ti2O7 also has
a Γ instability [12].) The character of the unstable mode in undoped Ca3Ti2O7, which we refer to as ‘mode-A’, is
not surprising, and it is similar to the polar mode in CaTiO3: It consists of significant and parallel Ca displacements,
that are accompanied with Ti displacements (Fig. S7). The next lowest frequency polar mode in Ca3Ti2O7, which
we refer to as ‘mode-B’ has a different character: It has significant anti-parallel Ca displacements, with minimal Ti
displacement.

As a result of these anti-parallel A-site displacements, mode-B is expected to couple more strongly with the oc-
tahedral rotations at the trilinear order. As a result, the polar ground state structure of Ca3Ti2O7 has significant
contributions from both of these polar modes, which can be seen from the large contribution from both TiO2 and
CaO layers to the total polarization (Fig. S8). In Sr3Sn2O7, on the other hand, mode-B is softer than mode-A, and as
a result, there is almost no contribution from the SnO layers to the polarization as shown in Fig. S8. This difference
is responsible of the different trends in polarization of these compounds under doping: While the AO layers’ contri-
butions to the polarization in both compounds increase under electron doping, the TiO2 contribution from Mode A
is suppressed by the introduced electrons. This is expected, since added electrons to the Ti d orbitals are well known
to suppress Ti–O hybridization and harden polar soft modes [15]. The frequency of the unstable phonon mode in
tetragonal Ca3Ti2O7 supports this picture: It is hardened under both electron and hole doping. Under large (& 0.3)
electron concentration the polar mode softens with increasing concentration again. This is due to mode-B softening
and mixing with mode-A to make the instability domininantly like mode-B at larger dopings, which explains the
upturn in polarization in this doping range.

Landau analysis

The geometric effects of free electrons can be attributed to two sources: the volume effect and increment of
incompatibility (tolerance factor). When free electrons are introduced to the system, the structure expands, and the
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FIG. S8: (a) The polarization direction of each layer alternates in HIF A3B2O7 perovskites. The AO rock-salt like
layer is noted as vacuum layer, while the other AO layer in the middle of perovskite layer is called inner layer. (b)

The polarization strength by layer for Sr3Sn2O7 (top) and Ca3Ti2O7 decomposed by layers.

majority of electrons move into the oxygen and Sn-5s orbitals and increase their ionic radii. (See the DOS in Fig. S9.)
This increase can be seen in the derivatives of the tolerance factor with respect to the ionic radii:

t =
RA +RO√

2 (RB +RO)
(S6)

dt

dRB
= − RA +RO√

2 (RB +RO)
2 (S7)

dt

dRO
=

RB −RA√
2 (RB +RO)

2 (S8)

An increase in the ionic radius of the B cation necessarily reduces the tolerance factor, and the same applies to the
ionic radius of Oxygen as long as RB − RA < 0, which is the case in practically all perovskites. This result implies
that in all oxide perovskties where the density of states near the fermi level does not have any contribution from the
A-site cation, the effect of electron doping is an effective reduction in the tolerance factor.

These two effects (volume and tolerance factor change) coexist, but the phonon calculations show that the anti-polar
modes get strengthened along with the rotation modes in the Sn based compounds. In order to disentangle the volume
expansion effect, we performed DFT calculations in three different configurations: 1) In the first set of calculations,
we kept the volume fixed to that of the undoped cubic reference structure. 2) We then repeated the calculations where
we relaxed the volume of the cubic cell at each different doping level. 3) For control, we also performed calculations
where we used the volumes from step 2, but did not consider any electron doping. (This last step shows the effect of
volume expansion only. A phenomenological model is built from Landau theory and energies from DFT calculations.
The Landau energy expression that describes the transition from Pm3̄m to Pnma phase is:

F = αRR
2 + βRR

4 + αMM
2 + βMM

4 + αXX
2 + βXX

4 + γR ·M ·X (S9)

Here the R represents the amplitude of distortion mode R−5 (a, a, 0), M represents the amplitude of mode M+
3 (0, 0, a),

and X represents that of X−5 . These three distortion modes have the greatest amplitudes in the Pnma phase, and the
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FIG. S9: The projected density of states of SrSnO3 when 0.3e− per Sn atom doped. The inset is the screening
length as a function of the doping level. The screening length is calculated using Thomas-Fermi model:

λ =
√
ε/e2D(Ef ), here the ε is the dielectric constant of undoped SrSnO3.

R and M modes are the primary order parameters, but multiple other modes are also present in the Pnma structure
as secondary order parameters, as shown in fig. S10.

We calculate the coefficients in the equation. S9 by fitting the energy when the structures manually distorted by
different amplitudes of normal modes. 10 different amplitudes for distortion modes R−5 (a, a, 0),M+

3 (0, 0, a), X−5 are
applied in this process, thus 10 × 10 × 10 = 1000 energies were used to fit each set of coefficients. Fig. S11 shows
the change of coefficients as a function of doping level, each data point represents a fitting result from 1000 different
structures. 3× 5× 1000 = 15000 different structures were used and calculated to get fig. S11.

The volume expansion caused by the introduction of free electrons influences the rotation amplitude, but it is not
the dominant factor. It is the change in the tolerance factor that dominates the trends. This can be seen from the
trends of the (fixed volume) and dashed (relaxed volume) lines in Fig.S11a-c. The coefficients of quadratic energetic
terms both increase with or without volume changed. The volume change by itself (dotted lines) leads to an opposite
trend for αM and αR. The only exception where relaxing the volume makes a qualitative difference is in the trilinear
coupling γ: This coefficient is almost independent of the free carrier concentration, but reduces rapidly when volume
expansion is taken into account.

Compared with the rotational modes, the anti-polar mode is more sensitive to the volume effect but less sensitive
to charge doping. The anti-polar mode have a positive phonon frequency and quadratic energy contribution at the
undoped state. The sign of phonon frequency and quadratic energy term changes when the volume expands - this
will hugely increase the amplitue of anti-polar mode. The trilinear coupling is also very sensitive to the volume effect
despite the sign remaining unchanged. Interestingly, once the volume is fixed, it is almost independent of the doping
level.

In order to estimate the effect of secondary order parameters M+
2 and R−5 modes, we also performed a separate set

of calculations where we considered nonzero amplitudes of these modes as well. Since considering all different values

of these modes’ amplitudes would make the calculations prohibitive, we fixed the
|M+

3 |
|M+

2 |
= 2 and

|R−
4 |

|R−
5 |

= 0.5, and then

re-fitted the coefficients of the Landau model. These ratios are determined by their value in the undoped-ground state
structure. Trends that are qualitatively very similar to those in Fig. S11 were found.

In Fig. S12, we show the change of the 4th order terms’ coefficients in the free energy expansion. These coefficients
barely change (less than 10%) when the volume is fixed. Even when the volume is relaxed, the changes in 4th-order
terms are less significant compared to the lower order coefficients’ effects.

Finally, in Fig. S13 we show the trends in the coefficients in the free energy expansion of Sr3Sn2O7 that are relavant
to the transition from I4/mmm to Ama21. The trends are similar to those observed in SrSnO3.
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FIG. S10: The space groups and distortion modes associated with the phase transition from Pm3̄m to Pnma . This
graph is made through Subgroups from Bilbao Crystallographic Server [16].

Volume Effect on Sr3Sn2O7

No qualitative difference is found in calculations with or without fixed volume for Sr3Sn2O7. The polarization
strengths are calculated when volume is fixed and relaxed in the figure. S14. When the volume is relaxed, the
polarization is further enhanced under electron doping because the extra electron charge carriers expand the cell
volume, which favors the polar modes. The tensile epitaxial strain has similar effects, as shown in the main text.

Effect of Electronic Smearing Options

Electronic smearing has been applied to achieve better convergence of the electronic structure calculations of the
metallic configurations. The smearing method and width can cause significant differences in the crystal structures
and instabilities when there is Fermi surface nesting, but in the systems considered in this study, no such effect is
observed for different width of Gaussian smearing. The results shown in Fig. S15 show no systematic or significant
difference for Sr3Sn2O7.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

FIG. S11: The coefficients of the Landau free energy expansion of SrSnO3 (Eq. S9). When extra electrons are
introduced, all rotation modes get softened while the trilinear coupling term remains a positive constant. Three
different configurations are shown here, solid: relaxed the atomic position with fixed lattice constant when not
doping, coarse dashed: relaxed both atomic positions and lattice constant when doping, fine dashed: relax the

atomic positions using the lattice constant when doping, but no free charge carriers are present. Unit of α is eV/Å2,
unit of γ is eV/Å3.

SrBa2Sn2O7

Site-substitution

The results in the maintext are for a particular layering pattern, or equivalently A-site cation order, for SrBa2Sn2O7.
In the pattern considered, the Ba atoms are on the Wyckoff position e and Sr atoms are on the wyckoff position b,
which preserves the I4/mmm symmetry of Sr3Sn2O7. While layer-by-layer growth methods such as molecular beam
epitaxy makes growth of this structure possible in principle, it might not be the lowest energy structure in bulk. In
this subsection , we show the results of calculations we performed in order to determine the lowest energy cation
ordering pattern in SrBa2Sn2O7.

We performed calculations for all possible SrBa2Sn2O7 structures with different A-site orders commensurate with
the conventional tetragonal unit cell. Starting from the original I4/mmm structure explained above, we define an
’anti-site’ as one Ba atom swapping its position with a Sr atom in the conventional unit cell. The energies of structures
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(a) (b)

(c)

FIG. S12: The 4th-order terms’ coefficients in landau free energy expansion of SrSnO3. Unit of β is eV/Å4.

with different numbers of anti-site defects are shown in fig. S16. It can be seen that the more anti-sites the lower
energy. The Ba atoms tend to migrate away from the vacuum layer because of the larger radius, which is a trend
observed in other double-Ruddlesden-Popper compounds too. Accordingly, the smaller Sr atoms tend to migrate into
the vacuum layer. This can be understood in connection with the significant rumpling present in the Ruddlesden-
Popper compounds [17], which helps the smaller Sr ion have a more favorable coordination environment on the vacuum
layer.

In Fig. S17, we show the convex hull which shows that Sr2BaSn2O7 is thermodynamically stable at zero temperature
and pressure, but SrBa2Sn2O7 is not, since it is above the convex hull.

Possible Structures of SrBa2Sn2O7

The reference high symmetry body-centered tetragonal phase of SrBa2Sn2O7 has exactly the same symmetry as
Sr3Sn2O7, and hence, the other A3B2O7 Ruddlesden-Popper hybrid improper ferroelectrics. Thus, the extensive group
theoretical work on these compounds and their unstable phonons apply to SrBa2Sn2O7 as well. The unstable phonons
frequencies of SrBa2Sn2O7, obtained from DFT, are shown in Table. S17. The X−3 , X+

2 and X−1 are all unstable as is
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FIG. S13: The landau energy expansion coefficients of Sr3Sn2O7, the volume is fixed in this calculation. The landau
energy in Sr3Sn2O7 is very similar to that in SrSnO3: F = α1Q

2
1 +α2Q

2
2 +αPP

2 + γQ1Q2P , where Q1, Q2, P stands
for the amplitudes of X−3 , X
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FIG. S14: The polarization of Sr3Sn2O7 compounds as a function of doping level, with and without the volume
fixed. It can be seen that the polarization even increase faster when the volume is relaxed.

the case in Sr3Sn2O7. By combining these three modes and the other modes coupled with them at Γ and M points, a
list of possible lower energy structures can be obtained (Table. S2). All those phases have been considered as possible
structural ground states of SrBa2Sn2O7, and their energy are compared to get the phase diagram in the main text.
Fig. S18 shows our calculation results of epitaxial strained SrBa2Sn2O7 thin film with zero electron doping and its
polarization strength.

Phonon mode Frequency / cm−1

X−
3 -110

X−
4 -101

X−
1 -57

X+
2 -30

Γ−
5 (Polar) 44

TABLE S17: The frequency of unstable and polar phonon modes in SrBa2Sn2O7 without anti-site defects.
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(a) Rotation mode

(b) Polar mode

FIG. S15: The oxygen octahedra rotation and net polarization of Sr3Sn2O7 under doping, with different smearing
parameters set in calculation. The bands are Gaussian-smeared using different σ value. OOT stands for out-of-phase

tilting (X−3 mode) and OOR stands for out-of-phase rotation(X+
2 mode). The volume is fixed in this calculation.

Phase diagram of SrBa2Sn2O7 with anti-sites

In the main text, we show a phase diagram of SrBa2Sn2O7 without anti-sites. However, as discussed earlier,
SrBa2Sn2O7 with 4 anti-sites has a lower energy. Here we perform another doping calculation on this new structures,
which has the lowest energy among all SrBa2Sn2O7 crystal structures we have studied. The results in Fig. S19 indicate
that only two phases are present and both of them are non-polar. The space group of these new structures are different
from the ones of the structure without anti-site defects because the new cation ordering breaks a translation symmetry.
Nevertheless, we used similar starting crystal structures as in Table. S2 to map out the possible phases, since the
oxygen octahedra still have rotational instabilities in the similar environments.

∗ tbirol@umn.edu

mailto:tbirol@umn.edu
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FIG. S16: Energy as a function of the number of anti-sites in SrBa2Sn2O7 compounds. The energy is plotted using
dots and in scale of per Sn atom. The inner graphs are the crystal structures with different numbers of anti-sites in

one conventional unit cell: 0-4 from left to right.
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FIG. S17: The convex hull for Srx,Ba3−xSn2O7 compounds. The energy is in scale of per Sn atom. The
SrxBa3−xSn2O7 is slightly over the convex hall which means it is thermodynamic unstable from our DFT

calculations.

2

FIG. S18: The energy of SrBa2Sn2O7 compounds with no anti-site defects. Only the phases with energy close to
ground state structure are shown here. The polarization plot is for the Ama21 phase, at all strain values.
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FIG. S19: The phase diagram of SrBa2Sn2O7 compounds with 4 anti-sites. There are two non-polar phases present
in the phase diagram: non-polar(a) is Aeaa-like and non-polar(b) is P42/mnm-like.
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